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Acte de colloque

Présentation du colloque
C’est du 10 au 11 mars 2016 que se tenait à l’Université de Montréal dans le cadre du Mois de la
Recherche (MRE) et des Projets d’Initiative Étudiante, le 13ème colloque annuel du Département
d’Études anglaises aux cycles supérieurs, organisé par les membres du comité organisateur du
colloque en association avec l’association étudiante EGSS (English Graduate Student Society).
Plus d’une vingtaine de participants y ont discuté des thèmes enveloppant la construction
d’espaces urbains et ruraux à travers l’image de la ville comme déclencheur de la construction
identitaire et la déconstruction par diverses manifestations de soi et de la localité dans l’art et la
littérature.
Ce colloque était placé sous la responsabilité de Karianne Cossette (M.A.), Gabriel Germain
(M.A.), Jessica MacEachern (Ph. D.) et Salma Meddeb (Ph. D.), tous étudiants à l’Université de
Montréal.
Les actes du colloque regroupent vingt-quatre résumés divisés en huit parties qui tentent de
répondre aux questions du thème. Les conférenciers nous apportent un éclairage, par l’analyse et
la critique, sur la production, la reproduction, la manifestation et l’application du « je » dans
l’espace urbain et rural pouvant être localisé dans l’art et la littérature.

Contexte et objectifs du colloque
Le colloque « The Poetics of Place: Performing Selves In and Beyond the City », organisé par le
comité organisateur du colloque annuel du Département d’Études Anglaises, vise à explorer le
cadre de référence de la construction spatiale en lien avec les diverses manifestations du « je » et
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à identifier les divers outils artistiques et théoriques pour analyser la complexité de la thématique
et du mouvement littéraire en plus de favoriser la participation du public.
Le colloque veut créer un environnement convivial et professionnel où les étudiants (es) du
Département d’Études anglaises aux cycles supérieurs ainsi que nos invités pourront présenter,
sous forme de séminaires, les résultats de leurs recherches et faire du réseautage avec leurs
collègues. Il y sera aussi question de donner l’occasion aux étudiants-chercheurs de gagner de
l’expérience dans le domaine de la recherche. Plusieurs thèmes ont orienté les exposés et les
discussions :
1. Multilinguisme et traduction
2. Performances sexuelles et identitaires
3. Différence, homogénéité et souveraineté
4. Communautés imaginaires, subjectivité transnationale et défiance des frontières
nationales
5. Littérature migrante
6. Science-fiction, cyborgs, espaces virtuels et fiction dystopique
7. Post-colonialisme et colonialisme
8. Mouvements sociaux et interventions urbaines
9. Disparition et effacement identitaire à l’intérieur et l’extérieur de la ville
10. Écocritique et villes-éco
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Programme
Jeudi 10 mars 2016
Carrefour des arts et des sciences, local C-2059
Première partie :
SKETCHES FROM THE CANADIAN LANDSCAPE
9:45-10:00 Présentation
Dr. Robert Schwartzwald, full professor, Université de Montréal
10:00-10:15 Regionalism Revisited: Prairie Writing and the City
Paul Hanson, Université de Montréal
10:15-10:30 Artistic Subjectivities and the Creative City Complex in Dionne Brand’s What We
All Long For
Jeff Fedoruk, McMaster University
10:30-10:45 L’Expérience paysagère dans la poésie de Marie Uguay
Krystel Bertrand, UQÀM
11:30-13:00 Dîner
Deuxième partie :
EMOTIONAL AND COLONIAL GEOGRAPHIES
13:00-13:10 Présentation
Dr. Caroline Brown, professeure associée, Université de Montréal
13:10-13:25 Poetics of Space in Bessie Head’s A Question of Power
Elmira Asghari, Université de Montréal
13:25-13:40 “Ghostly” Identity and the Architectural “Interior” of Modern New York in Henry
James’s The American Scene and “The Jolly Corner”
Luke Reid, Université de Montréal
13:40-13:55 The Kitchenette in Literary Black Chicago
Amani Morrison, University of California, Berkeley
13:55-14:10 Transgressive Travel Narratives: Reversing the Ethnographic Gaze and Rethinking
Alterity in Al Tayib’s Season of Migration to the North and Ama Ata Aidoo’s Our Sister Killjoy
Imen Boughattas, Université de Montréal
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14:30-14:45 Pause-café
Troisième partie :
FROM BISTRO TO SUBURBIA: THE (POST)MODERN FLÂNEUR
14:45-14:55 Présentation
Dr Amaryll Chanady, full professor, Université de Montréal
14:55-15:10 « Je t’aime, ô capitale infâme » : Sur l’esthétique du Mal chez Baudelaire
Berhard Winkler, University of Colorado
15:10-15:25 Montreal Is Who I am and Who I Will Be: The Geography of Pluto and the
Workings of Urban Memory
Asma Mestiri, Université de Montréal
15:25-15:40 Errance [dé]figurative : Création littéraire en contexte pharmaco-pornographique
Julien Guy-Béland, UQÀM
15:40-15:55 Postmodernism and the Urban Stroller: The Figurative of the Young Adult Flâneur
in J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher of the Rye
Aurélie Roy, Université Laval
16:15-16:30 Pause-café
Quatrième partie :
REMAPPING THE CITY: BLUEPRINTS AND BODIES
16:30-16:40 Présentation
Dr Robert Schwartzwald
16:40-16:55 Mapping Architectural Bodies
Sara Press, Concordia University
16:55-17:10 Reprendre la Terre | Taking Back the Land: Reimagining and Remaking the City
Tina Carlisi, Concordia University
17:10-17:25 Informal Urban Space: Street Memorials in the Bronx
Matiss Steinerts, Fordham University
17:25-17:40 Visibility and Invisibility in the City: Looking for Sexual Identities in The
Geography of Pluto by Christophe DiRaddo
Catherine Houndaléou, Université de Montréal
18:00-20:00 Cocktail
Pavillon Lionel-Groulx, Local C-2081
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Vendredi 11 mars 2016
Carrefour des arts et des sciences, local C-2059
Cinquième partie :
(ECO)CITIZEN AND (VIRTUAL) CROWDS
10:00-10:15 Présentation
Dr Jane Malcolm, professeure adjointe, Université de Montréal
10:15-10:30 No Rooftops in the Refugee Camp: The Contested Feminine Space in Women
Dancing on Rooftops
Safa Kouki, Université de Montréal
10:30-10:45 The Impact of Space on Identity Formation: A Lefebvrian Analysis of Colm
Tóibín’s Brooklyn
Forough Hassanzadeh, Université de Montréal
11:30-13:00 Dîner
Sixième partie :
CONFÉRENCIÈRE D’HONNEUR
13:00-14:00 Breath’s Compass, and the City as Nostalgic Formation
Dr. Jennifer Scappettone, University of Chicago
14:14:15

Pause-café

Septième partie :
VIOLENCE AND HYBRID SPACES
14:15-14:25 Présentation
Dr Heather Meek, professeure adjointe, Université de Montréal
14:25-14:40 “Bread[ing] Evils So Monstrous and Horrible”: Rhetorical Warfare Over
Women’s Bodies
Matthew Dunleavy, York University
14:40-14:55 The Hybrid Space: Immigrant Haitian Women and Eating Disorders in Edwidge
Danticat’s Breath, Eyes, Memory
Wendy Gokhool, Concordia University
14:55-15:15 Exoticization and Embodiment of Stereotypes: The Essentialization of Identity and
its Consequences in Season of Migration to the North
Jeanne Devautour-Choi, Washington University in St-Louis
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15:15-15:30 “Not Dying, That’s Fainting”: Mad Space in Sarah Kane’s Blasted
Meg Peters, University of Ottawa
15:45-16:00 Pause-café
Huitième partie :
EMBODIMENT, PERFORMATIVITY, AND CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE
16:00-16:15 “Why you gotta be so rude?” or Fanny Price at Portsmouth and ClassConsciousness
Alexandra Grenier, Université de Montréal
16:15-16:30 Propulsed Bodies, Propulsive Works: How Can You Tell If The Book Has
Arrived?
Geneviève Robichaud, Université de Montréal
16:30-16:45 Spaces as Delineator of performativity in Arab Adaptations of Shakespeare
Madiha Hannachi, Université de Montréal
19:00-21:00 Dis’Place/d Poetics: A Reading
Librairie Drwan & Quaterly
211, rue Bernard Ouest, Montréal
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Actes de colloque
Regionalism Revisited: Prairie Writing and the City
Paul HANSON
Université de Montréal
The theory around Canadian Regionalism The theory around Canadian Regionalism often
positions itself in relation to a city\hinterland conception of Canadian Culture. This process is
particularly present in the discussion around analysis of Canadian prairie writing which took
place in the 1960’s and 70’s. The emergence of the notion of a particularly prairie literature
provided a theoretical template upon which could be situated the perennial question of the
relationship between rural and urban Canada. The poetics of place which emerged at this point in
history were predictive of later changes in the conception of Canadian culture and including
notions of diversity, the interplay of proximity and distance, cross pollination of city and country,
among others. The particular fixation on rural, and other non-city lifestyles and cultures and the
effect of this on the theorisation of Canadian cities is a distinctly Canadian cultural marker. My
presentation will address this duality through an examination of notions of Canadianess which
emerged in the 60’s and 70’s and will argue that much of what emerged in the theorising of rural
regional writing of the period contributed to later and contemporary notions of Canadian cultural
practice and identity.

Artistic Subjectivities and the Creative City Complex in Dionne Brand’s What We All Long
For
Jeff FEDORUK
McMaster University
This paper examines how young artistic selfhood becomes scripted at the intersections of
Canadian urbanism and Canadian literary production. I take Richard Florida’s “Creative Class”
theory as the new paradigm for urbanism in Canada, given that, in his Martin Institute’s most
recent Global Creative Cities Index, Ottawa ranks first among all cities, with Calgary, Montréal,
Vancouver, Edmonton, and Toronto following relatively close behind (“Global Cities Scorecard,”
Web). Since these cities are supposedly hubs for “people . . . whose economic function is to
create new ideas, new technology, and new creative content” (The Rise of the Creative Class
Revisited 8), I look at the ways in which artistic roles become scripted within the city, and
particularly how the young artist—perhaps entering cosmopolitan space independently for the
first time— struggles to perform or develop a sense of selfhood within the city. Within the
context of Canadian Literature, I draw my main example from Dionne Brand’s What We All
Long For, wherein the main protagonist Tuyen attempts to perform both artistic and queer
subjectivities during her move to Toronto. Her struggle reveals the social limitations of Florida’s
theory, but it also opens up the potential for performative resistance within the “creative” city
through affective networks. Ultimately, this case demonstrates the need for artistic self-reflexivity
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at the social margins of the city, acknowledging the artistic implications in both the placement
and displacement of social others.

L’Expérience paysagère dans la poésie de Marie Uguay
Krystel BERTRAND
UQÀM
Marie Uguay est une figure de proue du retour au lyrisme dans la poésie québécoise. Alors que
dans les années soixante et soixante-dix on écrivait surtout une poésie nationaliste dite « du pays
» et caractérisé par un nous rassembleur, l’écriture de Marie Uguay est une poésie plutôt intimiste
tournée vers le Je lyrique. Cette poésie fait état d’une expérience paysagère par laquelle le sujet
poétique se constitue. Le Je dans les trois recueils Signe et rumeur (1976), L’outre-vie (1979) et
Autoportraits (1982) puise dans les échos du paysage et en éprouve ses réverbérations. Ces
paysages peuvent être urbains, ruraux ou exotiques. Cette relation entre le sujet et le paysage
évoluent à travers les trois œuvres; dans la nature, le Je se trouve, mais trouve également l’autre,
ce Tu qui devient parfois Nous. Le paysage est alors le reflet du sujet, mais aussi de l'être aimé; la
nature devient ainsi un espace de contemplation et d'apaisement: « que la mer à nouveau
m'apaise/ et ton corps, la mer/mon repos aux jours inabordables de la ville » (Signe et rumeur,
1976). En somme, l'écriture tendre, mais saisissante d'Uguay illustre la rencontre entre un sujet et
son espace et comment cette expérience du lieu façonne son être; les saisons ainsi deviennent
symboles de temporalité tandis que la météorologie, les éléments, les sons et les objets incarnent
des états émotifs. La poésie de Marie Uguay renouvelle ainsi les représentations du paysage en
renvoyant le regard – à la fois du lecteur et du Je - de l’espace vers le sujet.

Poetics of Space in Bessie Head’s A Question of Power
Elmira ASGHARI
Université de Montréal
Bachelard believes that “our house is our corner of the world and it is our first universe” (4),
however, he goes beyond the old definition of the word ‘home’ by saying that “all really
inhabited space bears the essence of the notion of home and our imagination functions in this
direction whenever the human being has found the slightest shelter: we shall see the imagination
build ‘walls’ of impalpable shadows, comfort itself with the illusion of protection or, just the
contrary, tremble behind thick walls, mistrust the staunchest ramparts” (5). The idea of “home” as
a profound theme in literary work, especially in postcolonialism is of the utmost importance.
Many of South African writers tend to express their dissatisfaction with colonization through
their writings, which inspire their desire to find the “home”. Bessie Head in A Question of Power
has made her commitment to the concerns of South Africa widely known. Since A Question of
Power corresponds to the author’s life, I see a profound connection between the concept of home
and South Africa in this novel. As Bachelard says, “the house of memories becomes
psychologically complex” (14), Elizabeth’s hallucinations show the reality of South Africa, and
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her garden is her dream of the ideal home, a safe place without racism and sexism. My literary
analysis places at the critical center several spaces, which are supposed to be the “home” in A
Question of Power.

“Ghostly” Identity and the Architectural “Interior” of Modern New York in Henry James’s
The American Scene and “The Jolly Corner”
Luke REID
Université de Montréal
The New York sections of Henry James’s travelogue The American Scene depict a difficult
homecoming for their author. After two decades abroad, James is shocked both by the city’s
modernization and the ways in which it has already “ruthlessly suppressed” his own history. In
response, James vacillates between attempting to ‘master’ this shock and allowing himself to
‘surrender’ to it. This tension in turn excavates James’s complex conception of what it means for
him to feel ‘at home,’ suggesting an ‘uncanny’ or ‘unhomely’ experience of New York, one that
informs James’s own sense of self-identity as occulted or ‘ghostly.’ In particular, as James’s
near-obession with architectural space in The American Scene insistently returns to the
problematic of defining both a sense of the domestic and, more saliently, a sense of the ‘interior,’
he at first posits the latter as a kind of refuge from the back-and-forth of mastery and surrender,
only to find that this ‘interior’ itself has become an exacerbating source of uncanny selfrecognition. A nearidentical dynamic plays out in James’s late-period Gothic tale “The Jolly
Corner.” It is my contention that, in both texts, James’s counterintuitive notion of the ‘interior’
becomes a figure for James’s counterintuitive notion of the self. By interrogating these notions
both in The American Scene and “The Jolly Corner,” I hope to explore James’s critique of
modern New York architecture as well as the figures for the ‘uncanny’ self and the ‘unhomely’
home which this critique brings to the surface.

The Kitchenette in Literary Black Chicago
Amani MORRISON
University of California, Berkeley
Elizabeth Schlabach has noted that the overcrowded and dilapidated kitchenette apartment is the
symbolic space of the Great Migration from the U.S. South to the urban North and Midwest---it
is metonymic for the African American migrant experience. Lorraine Hansberry centers the
kitchenette apartment as the primary site of black homemaking, conflict, identity negotiation, and
struggle in her 1959 stageplay A Raisin in the Sun. The kitchenette also features prominently in
major literary works of the period, including Richard Wright’s Native Son and various writings
by Gwendolyn Brooks. These cultural productions foreground the banalities of actual black
people living in Chicago’s South Side during this period. Kitchenette apartments were the result
of the compartmentalization of run-down apartments in condemned tenement buildings to
accommodate---and exploit--- the influx of black migrants from the South. I interrogate the space
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of the kitchenette apartment as a central site of structural racism. How might domestic
practices—or performances within domestic space—clue us into racial oppression? Following
Robin Bernstein’s theory of scriptive things, in which artifacts prompt meaningful bodily
behaviors, I posit “scriptive space” as a tool for investigating built/structured space as prompting
and delimiting performance. More than acknowledging the functionality of space, I am interested
in understanding the repertoire of behaviors that arise from the kitchenette, structured as it is by
housing segregation, economic oppression, and other forms of de facto and de jure
discrimination. How can we understand domestic practice and dwelling space in the urban
context as mutually constitutive and indicative of particular—and peculiar—social, political, and
historical environments?

Transgressive Travel Narratives: Reversing the Ethnographic Gaze and Rethinking
Alterity in Al Tayib’s Season of Migration to the North and Ama Ata Aidoo’s Our Sister
Killjoy
Imen BOUGHATTAS
Université de Montréal
In this paper, I will investigate the politics of reversal of the ethnographic gaze in Al Tayib
Salih’s Season of Migration to the North and Ama Ata Aidoo’s Our Sister Killjoy. I will argue
that their journeys from Africa to Europe allow them to trouble the dichotomies produced by
colonial discourse, dismantle the representation of the third world subject, and re-inscribe notions
of alterity. As these two novels enact a movement between two continents, they narrate a history
of contact and struggle both on and away from European soil. Moving from Soudan to London
and from Ghana to Germany, Salih and Aidoo destabilize through their travel narratives the false
dichotomies of center and margin, empire and colony, and civilization and savagery. To this end,
the writers engage in a series of reversals and mimetic gestures while narrating their experiences
in European cities. While Salih indulges in a strategy of “repetition with difference” that makes
him an ‘invader’ and a ‘conqueror’ of the British city, Aidoo opts for the racialization of
whiteness and the subversion of anthropological categories. In both cases, manipulating the gaze
and directing it against the imperial center allow the writers to disrupt the Eurocentric
ethnographic discourse. I will argue that, by enacting what Edward Said calls “the voyage in,” the
black Arab and the black African protagonists respectively re-envision through their journeys
different notions of self and other. Finally, I will explore the ways in which this reversal builds
into the very structure of their texts through the transgression of the formal patterns of the
canonical travel narrative.
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« Je t’aime, ô capitale infâme » : Sur l’esthétique du Mal chez Baudelaire
Bernhard WINKLER
University of Colorado
Baudelaire met en forme la conscience problématique de la moderne dans sa poésie en évoquant
la déstabilisation de la subjectivité de l’homme qui est attrapé dans sa «conscience dans le Mal »
sachant que l’individu moderne est séparé du sacré. Néanmoins, le poète garde de la souveraineté
en affirmant son choix de l’échec et son manque d’utilité. Le travail poétique est toujours
condamné de n’être pas capable de saisir l’absolu, mais en tentant de s’approximer au sacré le
poète se serve du Mal pour stimuler ses extases poétiques et pour créer une œuvre d’art
imparfaite, mais dans une proximité extrême à l’Inconnu. La source de cette poésie est une
jouissance du Mal et un plaisir d‘une transgression imaginaire qui stimulent l’âme fatiguée dans
l’état du spleen par des sensations, l’ivresse et l’excès qui forment l’espace du Mal dans la poésie
de Baudelaire. Le poète trouve le matériel de son œuvre surtout dans la métropole urbaine, dans
la « capitale infâme » de Paris où se concentrent tous les vices de son temps. Dans ce travail je
veux analyser la relation entre le spleen – l’affect de la grande ville dans son époque – la poésie
et le Mal et examiner le rôle de cette relation dans le travail poétique de Baudelaire. Par les
transgressions poétiques, Baudelaire crée une œuvre d’art du Mal, qui porte l’énergie et la force
séductrice du Mal et le fait apparaître dans ses vers dans une ambiguïté des images et de la
langue. Baudelaire devient l’interprète du Diable et aide le lecteur, son semblable, son frère, à
quitter le chemin de la vertu par les transgressions imaginaires dans les Fleurs du Mal.

Montreal Is Who I am and Who I Will Be: The Geography of Pluto and the Workings of
Urban Memory
Asma MESTIRI
Université de Montréal
The city and its representation have, in recent decades, become a major issue in urban studies, but
also across many disciplines. While many of the academic apprehensions of the city had centered
on the nostalgic/ pathetic treatment of “urban sprawl,” only few centered on its bodied nature.
Although Postmodern thought deconstructed “space as text,” most studies reduced the city to a
sign regenerated by a free-play mode of signification. By the use of “bodied,” I am not referring
only to the physical experience of a place, but also to its image within individual memory. The
historicity of place has been scrutinized by many cultural studies through notions of collective
memory and collective identity but it has seldom tracked of the most integral subjectivity, that of
the individual memory (definitely culturally constructed but highly personal). Similarly, many
theorists seem to turn a blind eye to the emplaced nature of memory, in that all academia seems
to center on time and the clinical workings of memory. This urges us to scrutinize urban space as
a medium for self-assertion and a home to individually-constructed representations of urban
space. In this sense, individual memory is considered crucial in the representation of the city as it
is “seen” and remembered by the onlooker’s gaze. This interaction between memory and urban
space has immediate consequences on the onlooker who affects and is affected by the space
memory — or should we say the memory space?
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Errance [dé]figurative : Création littéraire en contexte pharmaco-pornographique
Julien GUY-BÉLAND
UQUÀM
Dans Suburbia : Autour des villes, Bruce Bégout s’intéresse à la banlieue ; modèle urbain ayant «
modifié en profondeur le mode de vie occidental 4 » depuis la fin de la Seconde Guerre mondial.
Le phénoménologue décrit alors la suburbia comme un espace demandant à être envahi plutôt
qu’investi, parcouru plutôt qu’occupé 5 . Le sujet qui l’habite serait ainsi contraint à un type
d’errance particulier à « la source d’une toute nouvelle expression de notre être-au-monde 6 ».
Or, selon Bégout, ce mouvement « n’a pas encore trouvé son expression artistique 7 » propre.
Nous analyserons d’abord certaines œuvres 8 pour démontrer que cette affirmation mériterait
d’être quelque peu nuancée. Le but de cet exercice ne sera donc pas d’appliquer directement la
théorie de Bégout aux objets choisis, mais plutôt d’aborder la fiction sous un angle permettant de
mieux définir l’errance suburbaine en tant que figure de l’imaginaire contemporain. Par le fait
même, nous serons en mesure de mettre en parallèle l’errant suburbain et le flâneur baudelairien
dans le but d’amorcer une réflexion sur la création littéraire dans le contexte actuel. Nous
avancerons alors l’idée que le geste baudelairien, tel que l’a décrit Benjamin, doit être quelque
peu déplacé/perverti pour que la voix poétique puisse (se) confronter (à) un environnement régit
par un « capitalisme […] fonctionn[ant] […] grâce à la gestion biomédiatique de la subjectivité ».

Postmodernism and the Urban Stroller: The Figurative of the Young Adult Flâneur in J. D.
Salinger’s The Catcher of the Rye
Aurélie ROY
Université Laval
In his 1863 essay, “The Painter of Modern Life,” Charles Baudelaire defines the flâneur as a
curious observer of the city whose “passion and profession are to become one flesh with the
crowd” (9). Baudelaire specifically links the figure with modernity, as the flâneur strolls through
the city in search of the beauty that he sees in the urban landscape, and which never ceases to
amaze him. In Paul Auster’s Moon Palace, Marco Stanley Fogg adopts the figure of the flâneur,
but the postmodern New York City setting makes Auster’s protagonist different from
Baudelaire’s vision of the urban stroller. While several critics have studied the figure of the
postmodern flâneur, few have applied it to coming-of-age stories. By drawing on the findings of
both Jieun Shin’s Le Flâneur Postmoderne and Eric L. Tribunella’s Children’s Literature and the
Child Flâneur, this paper proposes a new literary figure, that of the postmodern young adult
flâneur. It will argue that although Marco share similarities with Baudelaire’s modern flâneur, he
possesses other characteristics that are typically postmodern, such as a general scepticism and a
fragmented, changing identity. By looking at a few events from Auster’s novel through the eyes
of the postmodern young adult flâneur, this proposed paper will also be able to study the impact
of the city on the growth of the wandering protagonist.
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Mapping Architectural Bodies
Sara PRESS
Concordia University
This website, which developed out of an academic graduate course last winter, was the application of
my research on Guy Debord’s French Situationists and Shusaku Arakawa and Madeline Gins’
Architectural Body. In his critique of the capitalism that governs our movements in urban spaces,
Debord emphasizes the importance of psychogeography, and the geographical environments’ effects
on human behaviours and emotions. By reclaiming everyday materials and cultural tropes to which
we have become desensitized in our passive roles as spectators, Debord proposes that we can
construct situations that determine “the quality of a moment.” Situationists see the moment as
crucially dependent upon its relative psychogeographical location, designed for and lived by its
constructors. In Architectural Body, Madeline Gins and Arakawa offer the possibility of
reconfiguring life through a syncretic approach towards the human body and physical architecture. In
the same way one must negotiate two languages to navigate the city, those engaging with this website
must negotiate linguistic impasses and a multitude of media in order to map the consciousness of
architectural bodies contained within and captured across Montreal. Drawing on Arakawa and Gins’
conviction that architecture shapes consciousness, and Debord’s manifesto against civilian apathy, I
took to the streets of Montreal to engage volunteers to help me answer questions about language,
identity, and architecture. Through a process of random selection, I approached two strangers at
opposite ends of the city and gave them each a disposable camera and 24 hours to document their
movements. I document the theory, methodology, photos, and participant reflections of this project
on my website.

Reprendre la Terre | Taking Back the Land: Reimagining and Remaking the City
Tina CARLISI
Concordia University
"The right to the city, in contemporary parlance, implicitly comprises a right to urban nature."
(Joern Langhorst, 1110) Who has the right to the city? Who has the freedom to reimagine and
remake our cities? In this paper, I will explore these questions by presenting my artistic research
project produced in 2015 titled Reprendre la Terre | Taking Back the Land. Drawing from
theories on the right to the city, first proposed by Henri Lefebvre in 1968, and practices related to
urban nature, the creative spark for this project was my discovery of a small parc de détente
[resting park] in Montréal that is lined with crabapple trees. Twenty years ago, a resident planted
the trees, and in recent years, this small piece of land – the size of two small house lots – was
officially given a park name at the request of a citizens group who were also active in protecting
this green space from the threat of demolition. Inspired by the gesture of one person who planted
these majestic edible trees and the collective efforts by engaged citizens to preserve this small
area of urban nature, my project proposed a poetic action in reimagining and remaking our city.
Through posters, postcards and seed bombs for edible wild flowers that will thrive in Montréal’s
biodiversity, participants were invited to guerrilla garden and in effect transform our city into one
we wish to flourish. This project investigates how cities can change through the autonomy of
citizens and the production of social space in relation to our right to leisure and wellbeing.
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Informal Urban Space: Street Memorials in the Bronx
Matiss STEINERTS
Fordham University
In my presentation I will address the multi layered meaning of street memorials that are erected
in memory of a person being shot dead in an armed conflict in the public space. My aim is to
deconstruct the composition of formal and informal relationship on the streets of western city.
This research was carried out during September- November, 2015 in the Bronx, NYC. Via series
of interviews, observations and audio visual analysis I am building data towards my thesis about
affective landscapes in the city. The goal of thesis will be examining the role of affect and nonrepresentational theories on deconstructing the spatial capacity to cause emotional impact.
Informal street memorials marking someone’s death are important signifiers of social relationship
in a city. They not only portray the identity – likes, dislikes, works, passions and hobbies of
deceased person – they also serve as public platform for community’s expressions of grief and
condolences to the tragic event. Even more, urban street memorials serve as an informal ground
of struggle over the space between oppressed classes in minority communities and city or capital
governance. Urban informality is considered in this paper as unregistered conflict in the city
between several overlapping social contracts that do not fit in one to another. By blurring borders
between private and public urban informality produces space that is full with meaning, but
conflicts with practical nature of capitalism. A case study of homicide street memorial in the
Bronx, New York is used to illustrate the struggle between economic and social classes.

Visibility and Invisibility in the City: Looking for Sexual Identities in The Geography of
Pluto by Christophe DiRaddo
Catherine HOUNDALÉOU
Université de Montréal
When queer and urban studies overlap in literature, Henri Lefebvre’s production of social space
becomes essential to visualize The Gay Village in the city. This paper shows how sexual
identities are spaced in the city, how they territorialize space, and how they delocalize and relocalize owned spaces from the center to the periphery, creating an unlimited urban territory. In
his semi-autobiographical novel, The Geography of Pluto, Christopher Diraddo depicts the life of
a gay man living in Montreal city and frequenting The Gay Village, re-discovering the city
through his body and desires. Either in Foucault’s heterotopias or in real spaces, the lost subject
is at the threshold of his own self, looking for a safe place where identity and space merge.
Therefore, if unlimited urban territory is possible, is it plausible to map sexual identities in the
city? Is Montreal in Diraddo’s novel a homosexual city? In my attempt to map sexual identities in
The Geography of Pluto, I argue that two possibilities are drawn: either the subject merges with
his environment or he is localized in a specific space in his quest for selfidentification with the
city. Therefore visibility and invisibility construct and deconstruct identities in the carnavalesque
production of citizens in the city. “Who am I?” “Where Am I?” become fundamental questions
the subject tries to answer everyday.
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No Rooftops in the Refugee Camp: The Contested Feminine Space in Women Dancing on
Rooftops
Safa KOUKI
Université de Montréal
In this paper, I will discuss Dionne Brand's third novel What We All Long For (2005). The novel
is “as much about the city in which it is set as it is about its main characters.” Thus was the
critical reception for What We All Long For. Indeed, Toronto, the city where the events take
place, becomes itself a character in the narrative. Brand herself considers Toronto “the frame of
the book, the frame of reality.” Yet, tellingly, the novel contains two narrative strands: One of the
main four second-generation characters and their overlapping lives in downtown Toronto told in
chapters enumerated from 1 to 25. The second is of Quy’s first person account of his life since his
separation from his family during their escape from the war in Vietnam and his subsequent life in
different refugee camps until his eventual reunion with his family in Toronto. Quy’s chapters are
simply entitled “Quy” and they are interspersed between the 25 chapters. In this paper, I am
interested in this second narrative strand and how it is contained within the first strand. This
structural containment is allegorical to the actual containment of the metropolis of different
cultures, races, classes and genders. Quy’s narrative that mostly spans other geographical
locations namely Vietnam and Thailand is employed to highlight that alien experiences do pertain
to the “frame of reality.” This frame i.e. the city –as dealt with in this narrative– constitutes the
focal point around which the events and the lives of the characters evolve, new subjectivities
emerge, and the relationship between space and time is altered.

The Impact of Space on Identity Formation: A Lefebvrian Analysis of Colm Tóibín’s
Brooklyn
Forough HASSANZADEH
Université de Montréal
The city is the creation of man. Man, in return, struggles to carve out a space for himself in what
he has created. The significant cognitive question “where am I?” reflects man’s struggle for selfconstruction in the city. Thus, self-formation and space have reciprocal relationships. Brooklyn’s
protagonist’s, Eilis, de-placement, from Ireland to America, contributes to a profound change in
her; a metamorphosis from the passive observer she was in her motherland to a totally different
person. Accordingly, she “becomes” a new person. This “becoming” is what Henri Lefebvre, in
his book Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life, calls “dressage1 ”. For him, “to enter
a society, group or nationality is to accept their values . . . and also to bend oneself to be bent to
[its] ways” (48), as a result “a new body is made” (50). In any dressage, the interaction between
three rhythms can be seen: “space, time and body” (25). In this paper, I will explain how
Brooklyn as a space impinges on Eilis to construct a new “body” in an alienated world. To
achieve this goal, I have organized my paper into three parts. In the first part, I will concisely
explain Henri Lefebvre’s notion of space. In the second part, I will analyze Eilis’s encounter with
the new world relying on Lefebvre’s ideas of dressage. I will conclude my paper by explaining
how Brooklyn transformed Eilis into a “decentered” and transnational figure.
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Breath’s Compass, and the City as Nostalgic Formation
Dr Jennifer SCAPPETTONE
Keynote
University of Chicago
Jennifer Scappettone’s work with languages spans scholarly and creative modes of inquiry, and a
variety of media, from digital salvage and collage to performance and installation. Poetry
collections include From Dame Quickly (Litmus, 2009) and Exit 43, an archaeology of
Superfund terrain and opera of pop-up pastorals, forthcoming from Atelos Press. Locomotrix:
Selected Poetry and Prose of Amelia Rosselli, which she edited and translated, won the Academy
of American Poets’s Raiziss/De Palchi Book Prize. Her critical study, Killing the Moonlight:
Modernism in Venice, was granted Honorable Mention in the Modernist Studies Associations’s
2015 book prize competition. In 2016 she is in residence with Caroline Bergvall and Judd
Morrissey as a Mellon Fellow at the Gray Center for Arts and Inquiry to work on a collaborative
project called The Data That We Breathe.
Le travail de la professeure Jennifer Scappettone avec les langues, que ce soit de manière
académique ou par des modes de questionnements créatifs, s’étend sur plusieurs médias tels la
récupération de données digitales sous forme de collages, d’installations et de performances
audiovisuelles. Elle a publié de nombreuses collections de poésie comme par exemple, «From
Dame Quickly » (Litmus, 2009), et « Exit 43 : an archaelogy of Superfund terrain and opera of
pop-up pastorals » qui sera bientôt publiée par Atelos Press. Mme Scappettone excelle aussi au
niveau de la traduction comme en témoigne « Locomotrix : Selected Poetry and Prose of Amelia
Rosselli » qu’elle a traduite et éditée lui ayant valu le prestigieux « Academy of American
Poets’s Raiziss/De Palchi Book Prize ». Sa première critique littéraire, « Killing the Moonlight :
Modernism in Venice » est un autre exemple de son excellence. En effet, on lui a octroyé une
mention honorable dans le « Modernist Studies Association’s 2015 book prize competition ». En
2016, elle est présentement en résidence avec Carioline Bergvall and Judd Morrissey en tant que
« Mellon Fellow » au Gray Center for Arts and Inquiry collaborant sur un projet intitulé « The
Date That We Breathe ».
La présentation de Mme Scappettone, « Breath’s Compass, and the City as Nostalgic Formation »
représente un amalgame de son travail jusqu’à aujourd’hui regroupant critique littéraire et
performance, la nostalgie d’un Venise cosmopolite et la réalité surconsommatrice de la « Grosse
Pomme » à travers sites d’enfouissements et labyrinthes de fils de cuivre. L’auditoire tergiversera
entre la renaissance et le post-modernisme, les denrées rares et l’obsolescence matérielle. En bref,
la présentation de la professeure alliera toutes ses forces et permettra à la foule d’avoir un
nouveau regard sur ce qui se fait de mieux dans la recherche littéraire contemporaine.
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“Bread[ing] Evils So Monstrous and Horrible”: Rhetorical Warfare Over Women’s Bodies
Matthew DUNLEAVY
York University
In 1870, Charles Bell Taylor—an ophthalmic surgeon and president of the English Medical
Society in Paris—described the Contagious Diseases Acts (1864, 1866, and 1869) as “despotic
measure[s]” that were “stealthily legalised” and “not only fail to stamp out disease, but breeds
evils so monstrouous and horrible” (5). But, how did a piece of legislation become something “so
monstrous and horrible”? At what point, was the Act “stealthily legalized”? What caused public
outcry, from those like Taylor, to be so delayed? Finally, how were the judgments of the “first
physicians and surgeons in the world” ignored, or, were they simply not heard? The answer to all
these questions lie in the control many men in parliament and journalism granted themselves over
women’s bodies. The Acts were passed, seemingly, in secret; while many newspapers—like The
Pall Mall Gazette—circulated falsehoods and used rhetorical strategies to present the Acts as a
defence against the Great Social Evil—prostitution—infecting the country. I aim to look at how
two women—Elizabeth Garrett and Justina (Florence Nightingale)—entered the public debate
(albeit, on different sides) surrounding the Contagious Diseases Acts by employing the rhetorical
styles of their male counterparts. I look at how both Garrett and Nightingale switch between
rhetorical strategies throughout their letters—published in The Pall Mall Gazette—aiming to
balance the mid-Victorian fascination with statistics and facts and the emotionally infused
language of sympathy for the innocent, impacted members of society. As each switches between
the realm of professional, masculine rhetoric—the statistics—and the stereotypically feminine—
the heightened emotion in some sections—we can see the complex conflation of the moral and
medical concerns within the debate. This balance of rhetorical strategies illustrates the
complicated position women occupied when entering medicine or politics: even if emotion fueled
their passion for a social issue, like the CDA, they needed to continually present a specific
masculine professionalism in order to be taken seriously by their male peers.

The Hybrid Space: Immigrant Haitian Women and Eating Disorders in Edwidge Danticat’s
Breath, Eyes, Memory
Wendy GOKHOOL
Concordia University
This essay examines the issue of eating disorders in New York among immigrant Haitian women
in Edwidge Danticat’s Breath, Eyes, Memory. The way women eat or react to eating is defined
by the circumstances of their environments—no matter what their culture or geographical
location. In my essay, I incorporate insights from Susan Bordo’s Unbearable Weight to help
analyze the representation of eating disorders in the culturally hybrid space of Danticat’s novel.
The dominance of western culture influence creates new issues for immigrants such as described
by Susan Bordo in her feminist classic on female eating disorders and body dysmorphia. In
Danticat’s novel, immigrant Haitian women go from embracing their voluptuous bodies to hating
them in trying to conform to what Bordo calls a cultural tidal wave of obsession with achieving a
disciplined normalized body. The exposure to and influences of the city on immigrant women
creates new awareness. The women in the novel show how trauma originates from rural Haiti but
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then manifests in New York City influencing body image, emotional eating habits, and eating
disorders. The essay alludes to a constant generational pattern where Haitian women’s attitudes
change and adapt in relation to those of the local culture. The culturally hybrid space of female
immigrants ultimately reduces them to inferiority in societies designed to restrict their bodies. My
talk will contextualize their struggles to resist these forms of cultural hegemony explaining the
particular power of the “City” and its discursive patterns.

Exoticization and Embodiment of Stereotypes: The Essentialization of Identity and its
Consequences in Season of Migration to the North
Jeanne DEVAUTOUR-CHOI
Washington University in St-Louis
Postcolonial studies have often insisted on how deceptive and dangerous the assimilation of a
people to its environment can be, while modern literature has denounced the violence, both
symbolic and literal, in the identification of individuals with their geographical origins. However,
Salih’s novel, Season of Migration to the North takes advantage of this essentialization of race
through Mustafa’s embodying of stereotypes associated with his origins to seduce women and
advance his position within the colonizing society. While it has often been read as a reversal of
perspective from Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, I argue that Salih’s novel shows not only that the
notion of “otherness” is relative to the point of view adopted, but also that the exoticization of the
Other, and conversely the self-identification with one’s environment, can be destructive. Through
his revendication of his otherness, Mustafa is simultaneously a conqueror and a victim of this
illusory identification of people with their environment. Viewing his sexual victories as territorial
conquests in a process of reverse colonization, Mustafa erects an imaginary dichotomy between
the city and the rural, the metropole and the colony, and between the factitious and the authentic.
By analyzing Mustafa’s and the narrator’s assertive performances, whether sexual or academic,
through their migration to new spaces, and how they fall themselves into the fallacious analogies
of people and place, this paper aims to inform our understanding of space as a crucial element to
the formation of identity.

“Not Dying, That’s Fainting”: Mad Space in Sarah Kane’s Blasted
Meg PETERS
University of Ottawa
Sarah Kane’s Blasted (1995) is primarily known for its overt violence and its initial controversial
critical response. Instead I look to the play’s form, arguing that Blasted’s break with theatrical
realism challenges conventional narratives of disability, especially mental disability. Following
Kim Solga (2007), who examines rape in Blasted, and Christina Wald (2007), who explores
hysteria in contemporary drama, I follow Cate’s hysteria as the centre of the play and point to the
ways that form, theatrical space, and violence interact within Blasted to demonstrate a vulnerable
shared reality. As Stefka Mihaylova (2015) notes, this shared vulnerability creates a feminist
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space at the end of the play; I argue that this space is not just feminist, but also mad, as Cate’s
hysterical symptoms become shared by the other characters by the end of the play and take a
formal significance through the literal on-stage blast in the middle of the play. Kane herself said
in a 1998 interview that the audience is meant to enter one of Cate’s “fits” after the onstage blast,
and I take this to indicate that the play itself is made to be hysterical, intentionally breaking with
realism in order to also break from narrative constrictions on disability. Blasted thus centres
Cate’s mental disability, both formally and conceptually, not in order to cure or resolve her
disability, but in order to explore the impact of toxic masculinity in the reiteration and
naturalization of trauma.

“Why you gotta be so rude?” or Fanny Price at Portsmouth and Class-Consciousness
Alexandra GRENIER
Université de Montréal
This paper explores the construction of Fanny Price’s identity during her stay in Portsmouth and
how it affects her relation with her family and friends. Of all the heroines created by Austen,
Fanny Price is probably the most polarizing of them: readers either love her with fondness or
disregard her entirely or even vilify her.2 Elizabeth Bennet might be a tough act to follow, but the
heroine from Mansfield Park clearly lacks the vivacity and the wit of the former. Furthermore,
she does not have Emma Woodhouse’s compelling and redeeming arc story to make her a truly
interesting character. Fanny, the poor relative adopted out of “generosity” by Sir Thomas, lives
an uneventful life at Mansfield Park until she is punished and exiled at Portsmouth. She would be
a forgettable character if it was not for her outrageous behaviour there. In the city, readers
encounter a new side to Fanny, as if the port city brings an entirely different Fanny Price: one that
is haughty, disdainful, and quite conscious of her own standing. This paper therefore investigates
the changes in Fanny’s behaviour brought by her journey from Mansfield Park to Porstmouth and
back again. Moreover, it examines how the city seems to modify her sense of identity as
Portsmouth stands for both her childhood fantasy of a loving family and the crushing realization
that her home is nowhere to be found in Portsmouth; it is in Mansfield.

Propulsed Bodies, Propulsive Works: How Can You Tell If The Book Has Arrived?
Geneviève ROBICHAUD
Université de Montréal
In Fernando Pessoa selves multiply. Bernardo Soares, Alberto Caeiro, Ricardo Reis, Alavaro De
Campos – all these constitute but a few of Pessoa’s heteronyms. In other words, they are all
Pessoa and not Pessoa. “I was one more of those propulsive bodies, outside Pessoa and yet
‘caused’ by him, by his work, by Caeiro,” writes Erín Moure in response to her own transelations
of Alberto Caeiro. In this nano exposé, I contemplate Moure’s figure of the propulsive body in a
performance that took place at the Leonard and Bina Ellen Art Gallery in Montreal, entitled
Adventures can be found anywhere, même dans la mélancolie. In the performance, members of
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the collective PME-ART undertook the task of transcribing and rewriting fragments from
Pessoa’s unfinished work, The Book of Disquiet, signed Bernardo Soares. Producing rewrite after
rewrite of fragments from The Book and its French translation, Le livre de l’intranquilité, this coauthored performance not only merged performance art and literary creative practices together,
but summoned up several questions regarding the propulsive nature of the book itself.
Considering the book was never published or assembled by/in Pessoa’s lifetime, and that it was
collated by several editors, translators and scholars into different versions (four different editions
and translations exist in the English language alone), the question is not which one is the truest
Book of Disquiet, or even if there such a thing as Pessoa’s Book of Disquiet, but rather, how are
we to tell whether or not, in its itinerancy or anti-trajectory, The Book has actually arrived?

Spaces as Delineator of performativity in Arab Adaptations of Shakespeare
Madiha HANNACHI
Université de Montréal
In A Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon argues that “[n]either the product nor the process of
adaptation exists in a vacuum: they all have a context—a time and a place, a society and a
culture” (18), so do Arab adaptations of Shakespeare. They showcase Arabized renaming of
characters and embedded action in identifiable Arab villages and cities to meet the expectations
of a diverse Arab audience. In this paper, I argue that Shakespeare, as a global emblem, abides by
the rules of the village or the city in which the performance takes place. I will consider two film
adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays as case studies to demonstrate how the local takes over the
global. The first adaptation is Tom Langford’s and Shakir Abal’s Richard III: An Arab Tragedy
Tours the World Stage. It is a road movie that follows Sulayman Al-Bassam’s production of
Richard III from rehearsals in Kuwait to a premiere at the Kennedy Centre in Washington D.C.
and on to an exclusively female VIP performance at the behest of local princesses in the United
Arab Emirates. The second road movie is Michael Roes’ venture in Yemen to film and perform
his adaptation entitled Someone is Sleeping in my Pain: an East-West Macbeth. In these two road
movies, the adapters are confronted with the cultural limits of the venue wherein the performance
takes place, such as the exclusiveness of a space to female audience members in a metropolis and
the absence of women to embody female characters in a conservative village. In both movies,
space is the paradigm that delineates the performative limits or possibilities of the filmic actors
(the film’s team) as well as the social actors (audience members and other individuals). It
imposes its laws, like censorship, and maps out gendered restrictions of access to public and
cultural venues.
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